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Producers of accessories and springs for shut ters. Cut ters of coils, strips and sheets in steel and aluminium.

“Quality is never an accident.
It is always the result
of intelligent effort.”

John Ruskin

c.s.fima

srl
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Made in Italy
The “Made In Italy” brand is one of the most recognised and appreciated trade symbols in the world,
a mark of know-how that sets us apart for quality
and creativity. We are proud to be part of the
movement
Know-how e qualità
We develop and create products and their relative
production line procedures thanks to many years of
acquired knowledge in the sector. A quality
product and one that fully responds to the needs of
the end user.

TM

Why FimaSilence?
The Material is highly innovative and patented, lowering induced
noise and vibration by up to 80%, while maintaining the traditional
appearance.
Traditional Steel

The Quiet Rolling Shutter

FimaSilence Steel

The quality of silence

Rolling Belt in noise-reduced Steel

Choose FimaSilence, the quality of silence
When and where to use it?
With FimaSilence you have the possibility of creating a new rolling
shutter or upgrading shutters in current use, replacing only the sheet.
Ideal for use in areas such as city centers, ground ﬂoors of apartment
blocks, and indeed wherever there is the need to reduce noise.
How is it made?
Two metal sheets are attached together using a special polymer that
is resistant to painting processes up to 200°C.
Is the process similar to
working traditional steel
bands?
Yes, the FimaSilence strip can be
machined and proﬁled in the same
way.
Sizes and qualities available?
We can supply coils and galvanized
strips for any project.

PATENTED

STEEL
POLYMER
STEEL

Why Naysteel?
The Naysteel spring box replaces the classic ball bearing system
in steel or nylon with a single component in self-lubricated nylon,
reducing the risk of breakage due to wear and constant loads.
The quality of the certiﬁed materials and the highly automated production guarantee high and constant quality standards over time.

Quality solution

Certified spring casing with nylon tube housing

Product features:
- Certiﬁed for 10,000 cycles
- Factory tested for over 150,000 cycles
- Noise reduction
- Reduction of wear and tear
- Consistent operation in the presence of abnormal bending of the tube
- Possibility to reduce the tube casing for 60mm to 48mm and 42mm
tube with appropriate reductions

CERTIFIED

Are you looking for a longer lasting, higher performance
spring? FimaSpring is the solution.
Why? The low carbon content and dedicated heat treatment give
FimaSpring the ability to work in a range of temperatures from - 40 °
C to 100°C.
Is it certiﬁed? Yes, FimaSpring is certiﬁed for 15,000 cycles by
Istituto Giordano Spa, and tested in the company for 30,000 cycles.

Tough and durable

Certified damper spring
Resistance is similar to the tempered spring?
Thanks to the studies and tests carried out over the years, FimaSpring
has achieved a very high quality standard guaranteeing the same
pulls.
How does the production process differ?
FimaSpring production has the same production process as the
tempered spring.

PATENTED and CERTIFIED

Thanks to many years of experience in the iron and steel sector, particularly in coil and strip cutting, C.S. Fima srl has acquired a deep
knowledge of principal metal working techniques.
We are able to deliver a high quality standard and a wide range of
products to our customers.

Coils, strips and sheets

Coils, strips and sheets
Typologies and products:
C.S. Fima srl has slitters for cutting coils and strips in pickled, cold rolled,
chrome plated, tempered and temperable galvanized steel or differently
coated, aluminum.
We are able to cover every need with thicknesses ranging from 0.20mm
up to 3.00mm, with widths from 4.00mm up to 1700mm.
In 2019 we expanded our range with an automated machine for cutting
strips, with thicknesses ranging from 0.30 to 2.00mm, with a minimum
width of 70mm and a maximum length of 5000 mm.
Equipped with versatile equipment, we are able to guarantee high
quality and excellent service, even in small quantities.
Our years of industry experience and the quality of our materials enable
us to provide top quality standards, whilst adhering strictly to manufacturing and use regulations.

Ordering and production timetables:
The ability to adapt to every requirement and the versatility of our
machinery allow us to satisfy every requirement, from small businesses
to large industry orders.
Our well-stocked warehouse allows us to produce to tight deadlines,
sometimes shipping within 24 hours.

Coils, strips and sheets

Coils, strips and sheets

Testing laboratory
We have an in-house laboratory to carry
out mechanical tests, ensuring compliance
with the speciﬁcations required by the
customer. Our highly qualiﬁed staff work in
close contact with our customers, consulting
and advising on everything from the design
phase to the selecting the most suitable
materials.
ma

Sectors:
The sectors in which we have been present for many years are the rolling shutter,
fashion, cold metal stamping, proﬁling, automotive, furniture, construction.

Microperforated steel strips

Microperforated steel strips are available in:
-Galvanized steel
- Pre-painted steel
- Stainless steel Aisi 304 and 316
- Super Galva steel
- Anti-corrosion
- Aluminum

It looks great even
when close up, it ’s the
per fect solution to get
you noticed.

My shop is visible even
when we’re shut, it’s the
perfect solution for use in
shopping centres and malls

THE PERFECT
SOLUTION
TO GET YOU
NOTICED

HOLE O 2,50MM - PITCH 3,50MM

HOLE O 4,00MM - PITCH 6,00MM

It ’s good for airing the
shop, or to display your
products even when
you’re shut, and the
measurements are
customized.

904NMPR
In stainless

Pre-painted imitation wood ribbon with grain in relief

Pre-painted imitation wood "touch effect" tape
- Resistant to UV ﬂuorescent light (sun)
- No colour variation over time
- Excellent paint adhesion
- Coating up to 50 microns
- High resistance to corrosion
- Embossed wood grain
- Easy to proﬁle
- Supply of strips also in small quantities
- Always available in stock

Other colors available
with and without
"TOUCH EFFECT”

WOOD
CLEAR

WOOD
DARK

TOUCH
EFFECT

The ef fect is amazing!
My garage has completely
changed it’s look.
Recommended!

It looks like parquet,
dif ficult to tell the
dif ference bet ween it
and real wood.
It’s incredible that it’s steel

My shopfront has
become ver y st ylish.
Being situated on the sea
front, it ’s a f antastic
solution.

“SUPER GALVA” tape

“SUPER GALVA” is a new material that represents a step forward
in corrosion prevention. Compared to the standard standard galvanized sheet, it offers an unprecedented level of protection, especially on cut edges, perforated and movable parts.
Suitable for even the most aggressive environments (eg: maritime).

Excellent corrosion resistance
Self-healing protection on
cut and drilled edges

Salt spray testing

SUPER GALVA

1h

500h

STANDARD
GALVANIZED

Self-healing protection on cut edges. Outdoor
exposure in different periods of time.
Marine category C5-M (the most severe)

6months

Standard galvanized
40% red rust
60% white rust

16months

SUPER GALVA
10% red rust
90% white rust

Ideal for
Microperforated
steel strips

It's incredible, af ter one
year it is still in perfect
state of preser vation and
my store is on the seafront.

Ideal for those who
have always had
problems with
rust like my garage

Spring holder boxes

Spring holder boxes
The quality of our materials and highly automated production of our products, guarantee high and constant quality standards over time, with a wide range of solutions.

Naysteel Spring Box

Naysteel Spring Box

Naysteel Spring Box

Naysteel Spring Box

Naysteel Spring Box

O 240MM - TUBE O 76MM

O 220MM - TUBE O 60MM

O 220MM - TUBE O 48MM

O 200MM - TUBE O 60MM

O 200MM - TUBE O 48MM

Nylon cover ring for
spring boxes

Reducer for
O 42MM E O 48MM

Spring box, Nylon balls
O 280MM - TUBE O 101MM

O 240MM - TUBE O 101MM

Accessories for rolling shut ters

Hook for connecting box
Thickness. 1,5 mm

Iron bumper

Thickness. 1,5MM

Hook for connecting box
Thickness. 1,5 mm

Bumper and rubber

Hook for connecting box
exterior coiling
Thickness. 1,5 mm

Rubber bumper

Reinforced iron bumper
Thickness. 3.5 / 4 mm

Rubber bumper

Reinforced iron bumper
Thickness. 3.5 / 4 mm

Rubber bumper

Lock pin

Bolt support

Anti-Tearing bracket

Hook for Handling rod

Wall bracket for side guide
whith 6ma threaded hole

Lifting handle

Lifting handle

Lifting handle

Nut and bolt

110

Lifting handle

Accessories for rolling shut ters
Small ﬁxed side plate
30 mm depth

Fixed side plate
30 mm depth

Cambered side plate
with slots - 50 mm depth

Cambered side plate with
slots - 50 mm depth

Thickness. 1,5mm

Plane ﬁxed side plate
50 mm depth

Guide mouth R/L
30 mm depth
Thickness. 1,5mm

Cambered ﬁxed side
plate 50 mm depth

Cambered side plate with
central and side slots
50 mm depth

Plane side plate with
central and side slots
50 mm depth

Side plate and guide
mouth welded

Guide mouth R/L
40 mm depth

Guide mouth R/L
50 mm depth

Thickness. 1,5mm

Support plate
for O101 mm tube

Thickness. 1,5mm

metal plate for
support

Support for side plate

Universal metal plate
for ﬁxing support

Nut and bolt for support

Thickness. 2,5mm

Nut and bolt for support

Adjustable support
Thickness. 2,5mm

Sliding support
Thickness. 2,5mm

Accessories for rolling shut ters

Connecting rod for
18mm O tube

Connecting rod for
18mm O tube

Connecting rod for
14 mm O tube

Lateral chain for
18 mm O tube

Connecting hook for
14 mm O tube

Clip for two tubes

Clip for three tubes

Preformed clip for two tubes

Clip for tho tubes with edge

Connecting rod for
18mm O tube
Thickness. 1,8mm

Connecting hook for
18 mm O tube

Connecting hook for
18 mm O tube

spess. 1,8mm

Thinkness . 2,0mm

Thickness. 1,8mm

Thickness. 1,8mm

Clip for three tubes with edge

Connecting rod
Nylon connecting rod for tubolars
rolling shutter repairs
Advantages:
- Quick and easy installation
- Economic
- Hard-wearing
- Exellent smoothness
- Quiet
- Kit including self-tapping screw

30 pz

TUB303N

Nylon connecting rod for tubolars
rolling shutter repairs

DIAMETER
18mm tube

entraxe
120mm

Gaskets, contouring and rods

Interlocking gasket with glue inserted inside,
for "U" rail thickness 1,50mm
- Noise reduction
- Friction reduction
- Covering of the edges to the guide
- High resistance to corrosion
Imp
- Improvement
of the aesthetic appearance of the damper
- Versatile
- Quick and easy to apply
- Glue resistant to low and high temperatures
- Small packaging size (190x270mm)

Easy to install...
Always
satisfied.

Stop gasket for ﬁnal element applicable
both Italy and France models
- EPDM material
- Sponge ﬁnal part
- Adheres perfectly to ﬂoor imperfections
- Reinforcing metal core
- Noise attenuation
- Resistant to sun and temperature changes
- Ductile, easy to apply and shape
- Small packaging dimensions (55x55xh.19cm - Kg20)

Excellent in all
situations. Adheres
per fectly

Gaskets

Gasket for ﬁnal
Compatible
with cod.
90P16

SRA1474
Interlocking gasket

Guides and angular proﬁles
Lateral guide with
gasket housing

Side guide “U”

Side guide “ ”

Angular proﬁle
for ﬁnal slat

Side guide “G”

Tube for curtain shutter

Tube O 14mm ondulated

spessore 1,50mm
spessore 2,00mm

Compatibile
con cod.
SRA1474

Tube for shaft
500

16

500
50x60, spessore 1,50mm

Nylon sliding block

500

500

Accessories for vertical shut ters

Encased handle

Hinge with holes

Hinge with hole

Hinge with holes

End hinge R/L

End hinge R/L

Hinge without holes

Hinge without holes

End hinge R/L

End hinge R/L

Upper support

Lower support

Upper band guide

Upper support

Lower support

Lower band guide

Plane iron sliding block

Plane iron sliding block

Locks

Central lock

Double bit side lock
bent bolts

Side lock bent bolts

Double bit cental lock

Padlock

Aluminium lock cover
with central hole

Aluminium lock cover
without central hole

Fixing bolt

Fixing plate

Nut and bolt for ﬁxing lock

Fixing plate

Screw for ﬁxing bolts

Accessores for extendible gates

Hinge with stop

Small plate

Hook for lock

Galvanized “U” proﬁle

Proﬁle beat

Thickness 2.0mm

Small plate

Small plate

Thickness 1.5mm
Thickness 2.0mm

Thickness 3.0mm

Lock

Galvanized proﬁle“C”
Turned device

Galvanized “U” proﬁle

Small plate

Thickness 3.0mm
Thickness 1.5mm
Thickness 2.0mm

Accessories for extendible gates

Assembled pannel

Diagonal with 5 holes

Diagonal with 5 holes

Assembled panel

Diagonal with 3 holes

Diagonal with 3 holes

Long rivet

Short rivet

1300

Spacer tube

Small support

Spacer tube

Short nylon tube

Trailer

Trailer

Single hinge

5500

Short iron tube

Headquarters: Via Bonsarto 21,
50025 Montespertoli
(Florence) Italy

Join us, represent C.S. Fima srl in the world

www.csfima.it

Contacts:

info@csﬁma.it Phone. +39 0571.671614 Fax. +39 0571.601104 PEC: csﬁma@pec.it

